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The menu of Mi Casita Bakery from Tuscaloosa includes 10 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu
cost about $14.6. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Mi Casita Bakery:
Mr. Ismael is very kind. For my daughter's fifteenth birthday, I arrived with an idea and the fulfillment of each of

my opinions to create the cake was very professional. read more. What User doesn't like about Mi Casita
Bakery:

This is the second time I make an order and they don't deliver. The first one was a cake, I had ordered it and
specified which design I wanted, when I went to pick it up they did not have it. Again, I made another order for

white bread and had already paid for it, again they did not have my order completed. Yes, their bread is good but
they won't make it as a business if they don't get some organization and communica... read more. Mi Casita
Bakery from Tuscaloosa invites its visitors to enjoy straight out of the oven baked goods, accompanied by

cold and hot beverages.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
JARRITOS $1.6

Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

Antojit�
PANUCHO $4.5

Rep�terí�
GELATINAS $3.0

Sweet� & Dessert�
TRES LECHES $5.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

Baker� Bread� &amp;
Pastrie�
BOLOBANES $3.0

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

DESSERT

Desser�
REPOSTERIA 1 $1.0

CURROS $2.0

TELERA BOLSA $3.8

1/4 PASTEL DE UN $39.0

1/2 PASTEL $70.0

DONUTS
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